“There’s so much information in Senior IQ that you can dig into. There’s always something we’re finding on a daily basis — something else we know we could use.”

SYNDELL LAWHON
Vice President of Wellness
Vitality Living

Vitality Living gains real-time, business-wide data with Yardi Senior IQ

THE CHALLENGE
With data previously scattered across siloed solutions, Vitality had to pull information and generate reports manually — wasting valuable time and preventing teams from unlocking important insights.

THE SOLUTION
As a dynamic business intelligence solution, Senior IQ presents Vitality with up-to-date, business-wide data in a visual format — all in one place. This helps leaders drive informed decisions and empower staff.
Real senior living operator, real results

Thanks to Senior IQ, Vitality gains actionable information at the click of a button

CUSTOM GRAPHS AND TABLES UNLOCKED

With Senior IQ, Vitality has a visual representation of important information — all housed in one secure location. Intuitive dashboards, graphs and tables reveal insights that Vitality wasn’t previously capturing, helping leaders make decisions that move the needle like never before.

COMMUNITY TRENDS PRESENTED ON A SINGLE PLATFORM

By giving care staff the tools to visualize trends for falls, infections and more on a user-friendly platform, Senior IQ helps Vitality empower those individuals — boosting retention as a result. With staff seeing the specifics of how their community is operating, and with the knowledge of how to make improvements, Vitality’s residents reap the benefits.

“Nurses are very visual people. When they can see the numbers in a graph pulled right up in Senior IQ, it clicks so much faster. Numbers on a piece of paper are not as powerful.”

SYNDELL LAWHON
Vice President of Wellness
Vitality Living

See how it works
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